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Hello and welcome to this second presentation on the Cherokees to Oshkosh mini-clinic 
procedures.  

This briefing covers the “on the ground” phase of our procedures, including everything 
from preflighting through takeoff.  There are several activities in here which are very 
specific to Cherokees to OSH: newcomers are encouraged to go through this presentation 
in its entirety first and then review the slides afterwards.  
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Very quickly, here’s a rundown of the phases of the Cherokees to Oshkosh trip when the 
day arrives.  We’ll cover all of these in more detail.  
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We have a few changes for this year, based on some work done at 2021’s mini-clinics.  
Changes will be shown in red in the CtO presentations and are explained in detail in the 
briefing.

For veterans of past arrivals, here’s a quick list of the key changes for the preflight through 
takeoff phase:
- Leads may decide not to require the Flight to pass a thumbs-up after runup is complete
- We will basically line up on the runway as we will be configured in the air, which means 

Leads will be on the centerline, #2 on the left, and #3 on the right.  
- Leads climb out at 90kt and maintain 300fpm until at cruise altitude, at which point they 

level out and cruise at 95kt.

All of these will be covered thoroughly during this presentation.  
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First, a few terms.  

The FLIGHT is the entire group that’s going up together.  It can be just two planes practicing 
by themselves or the entire 60-plane trip to Oshkosh

We break the FLIGHT into ELEMENTS, typically of three but sometimes two aircraft.  As an 
aside, FAST and other formation flying groups typically have only 2-ship Elements, with 2 
Elements making up a 4-ship Fight.  

The CtO Flight is typically called Cherokee Flight.  During training sessions, with multiple 
Flights, the leader can use a name for the flight of their choice
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The ELEMENTS are typically named by letter sequence: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, and so 
on down the line.  Wingmen within the elements are by number, so the leader of the 
second element, or Bravo element, is Bravo 1; his wingmen are Bravo 2 and Bravo 3, and so 
on.  

In general, “Flight Lead” and “Lead” are synonymous and refer to the aircraft out in front of 
the entire package.  In this presentation, if we’re talking about what an Element does, then 
the term “Lead” will refer to the Element Lead
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So, phase one: the Preflight.

Do the basics you’d do before any flight and really try to do as much of it as you can, so as 
to shorten up the time you’ll need to get ready to fly after the brief.  And make sure you 
have enough fuel in one tank to avoid needing to change tanks in flight

Don’t forget to get ready for any passengers or safety pilots you’ll have.  
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The next step is the briefing.  

This is led by the Flight Lead, who will cover the objectives, frequencies, any departures 
from standard procedures, etc.  These can last anywhere from maybe an hour for a big 
group with lots of newcomers going up to just a few minutes for a flight that’s a repeat of 
one just finished.  
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If there’s one thing that sets the tone for the flight it’s the briefing.  If people show up late, 
are answering their phone, checking their email, or chatting amongst themselves, it sets 
the tone for a lackadaisical flight – with the potential for confusion and bad things.  So 
make sure you’re on time, stay focused, and don’t leave confused.  If you don’t understand 
something, feel free to ask questions, especially if it’s something affecting the whole group.  
But don’t forget you’ll have a safety pilot with you for your first few flights, so consider 
waiting to ask them instead, so as to not prolong the briefing.  But if in doubt, ask.  
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Right after the brief, mentally go through what you’ll need to do before starting your plane.  
Which plane do you follow?  Which way will you taxi out?  What do you need to set up in 
your plane for radios or nav?  Who’s your safety pilot?  Of course, hit the pits if needed, and 
grab a bottle of water: you’ll be surprised how taxing your first few flights can be.
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Engine start will happen as per the briefing.  This could be a specific time everyone’s 
supposed to hit the starter, or it could be by a signal from the leader as you get in the 
plane, or it could be at a time of your own that lets you get all your after-start, pre-taxi 
tasks done before a set check-in time on the radio.  For this last one, if Lead has said, for 
example, to check in at 9:10, the first time you go you may start your engine at 9:00 so you 
have plenty of time to get settled in before the check-in.  On later flights you’ll have a 
better feel for how much time it takes you to get ready.  In any case, startup is as per your 
normal checklist.  

After start, do the basics for pre-taxi.  In particular, make sure your fuel tanks are set so you 
won’t need to swap them mid-flight.  Plan on flights being about an hour.  Set your radios 
up for the flight such that a minimum amount of knob-turning will be needed.  Some 
suggestions will be offered in a moment.  Pick up the ATIS or AWOS, so you have a good 
idea what to expect for winds, runway, etc.  
Even if you’re not Lead, set your GPS to your destination, which for mini-clinics, will usually 
be the field you’re starting from.  That way, if you need to break out for any reason, you’re 
all set to navigate directly there on your own.  

Transponders and ADS-Bs should be off, except for Lead, Element Leads, and Tail.  Note that 
we’re now having Element Leads squawk, which helps Lead assess element spacing during 
the flight.  

Some systems require you to pull a breaker to stop the ADS-B; learn what you need to do 
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for yours.  The FAA has recently come out in writing saying they want formation flights to 
have only one squawk.

Make sure you coordinate with your safety pilot about what you hope to accomplish, how 
you’ll communicate changes in aircraft control, how to work radios, etc.  And clarify who 
does what, for radio changes.  
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Radio setup is personal choice, but I find this arrangement especially functional.  Set your 
primary radio such that the briefed air-to-air frequency is active and the CTAF or tower freq
is in Standby; that way, if you need to transition from being in the flight to landing on your 
own, you simply flip-flop the channels.

If you have a second radio, keeping CTAF or Tower as the active frequency allows you to 
monitor other traffic in the area.  The standby frequency for this one is less important but 
AWOS seems the most useful.

Don’t forget to make sure you’re set up to transmit on radio 1 and only monitor radio 2.  If 
you have the ability, having your primary radio on your headset and your #2 radio on an 
overhead speaker is great: it’s much easier to distinguish which radio is talking and easier 
to disregard the speaker radio and focus on the headset.  
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If your aircraft has only one radio, the best thing to do is to plan on staying on the Air-to-Air 
frequency for the entire flight.  If your radio has a standby frequency capability, set it to the 
local CTAF or Tower, as appropriate.  That’ll enable you to switch over quickly if you should 
need to break out of the flight and return on your own.  

But DO NOT SWITCH between these frequencies unless you’ve actually checked out with 
Lead and informed them you’re switching to CTAF or Tower because you’re on your own.  
We’ll discuss contingencies in a later presentation but, for radio setup, follow the above 
guidance so as to ensure the whole flight can communicate effectively.  
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So, the engine’s started, you’ve picked up the weather, you’ve set up your GPS and radio, 
and briefed any passengers.  What’s next?  The “Check-in”.  This will happen on the 
frequency briefed by Lead, so make sure you’ve got that dialed in AND your radio is set to 
transmit on that frequency and not on a second radio.  Most commonly the check-in is on 
the briefed Air-to-Air frequency, but it could be Ground or CTAF.  The key is to be ready, 
since the radio check-in is another phase of the flight that sets the tone for the rest of the 
trip.  Make sure you know your call sign – and even say it out loud to your right-seater or 
yourself during your startup procedure.

Check in in sequence immediately after the person before you.  If the person before you 
doesn’t check in, wait a few seconds, then check in yourself, so the rest of the flight can 
continue with the process; Lead will come back to check on the missing pilot on the radio.  
If able, consider signaling the other pilot that they can’t be heard.  
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If, on the other hand, you’re past the check-in time and haven’t heard the call, double-
check your radio setup to make sure you’re listening on the right frequency.  Maybe see if 
the pilots near you are gesturing to you about the radio check-in.  

It’s common for people to hear the check-in on the Air-to-Air frequency but respond on 
CTAF or Ground; make sure you double-check your settings – out loud – with your right-
seater.  

If need be, check with Lead on CTAF if you may have misunderstood the Air-to-Air
frequency to be used.

Also, be aware our radios can give and receive a good amount of bleed-over when we’re 
near each other, so don’t be surprised if there’s a good amount of unusual radio noise, 
especially while taxiing near each other.  It’s common, for example, to hear someone 
broadcasting on 122.75 on a radio set to 122.8 when they’re very close to each other.  
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A couple of “radio etiquette” issues to be aware of with formation flying, that may not be 
familiar to people who haven’t done this type of flying in the past.

First, because there may be multiple training flights up at the same time and on the same 
frequency, it’s important to use our full call signs at mini-clinics.  So, we respond, for 
example, with “Shiner 2” rather than just “2”.  This is especially true in any flight with 
elements using letters for call signs.

Also, always make sure you remember which frequency you’re supposed to be on for each 
phase of the flight.  The ideal arrangement is when everyone stays on the briefed Air to Air 
frequency but monitors Ground, Tower, CTAF, etc.  Some Leads want everyone to be on, 
say, Tower when they’re departing.  That should be covered in the briefing.  If not, make 
sure you confirm the frequency to be used.

Very broadly, there are two kinds of radio calls: informational and directive.  Informational 
includes things like the weather, possible traffic in the area, and so on.  Generally these 
don’t need to be acknowledged.
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By contrast, “directive” calls, such as to move to the other side, etc., should be 
acknowledged with your call sign.  

All radio calls follow the basic piloting format: “Hey you, it’s me – here’s what’s up”, 
followed by “OK, I got it”, if there’s a response expected.  The format is basically the same 
as when talking with Tower or other aircraft in the pattern.  
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Something to note primarily for mini-clinics is the use “Push” when changing the active
frequency – not the “monitored” one.  

This is where good preparation even prior to taxi will help.  Lead should be “pushing” the 
Flight to a frequency that was briefed beforehand and that you’ve set up as your standby 
frequency, if you have a flip-flop radio.  For those without a flip-flop radio, you MUST still 
change – otherwise you won’t be able to hear Lead.  

“Monitor” simply means you’re listening to that frequency on a second radio but not 
communicating on it.  If you don’t have a second radio, don’t change a thing.  

Whereas it is typical for formation flight members to be checked in on the new frequency 
when “pushed”, our flights are so large that that’s impractical, so we don’t do it.  Similarly, 
other formation flights use another term, called “go”, which we don’t use in CtO because of 
the size of our group.

So, make sure you know the difference between Push, and Monitor and make sure you 
know what to expect before even walking to the plane.  
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OK – back to the flying part.  

After everyone checks in successfully, Lead will have the flight taxi out to the runway.  Most 
times you won’t hear a call on the air-to-air radio when taxiing starts.  If you’re at a 
towered field, you’re probably monitoring Ground and will hear Lead check in with Ground 
Control.  

Make sure you remember what you need to do to get in the proper sequence for the taxi 
out; that should have been thought through as you were walking out to your plane.  

Once you join the Conga line, try to keep about two aircraft lengths between you and the 
aircraft in front.  Remember, at OSH, there will be dozens of planes lining up to head to the 
runway, so a little extra spacing times a few dozen planes equals a long, long line.  

This is NOT the time to be looking inside your cockpit and running your checklist; if the 
plane in front of you stops because of a squirrel or something, and you’re looking down, 
you’ve just violated one of our primary rules before you’ve even taken off: no trading paint!

Similarly, don’t stop abruptly if you can avoid it; don’t forget about the pilots behind you!
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Since 2021 we’ve begun using an “offset” or staggered taxi procedure.  This approach gives 
us a bit more clearance between aircraft without actually adding to the overall length of 
the Flight.  

The procedure is very simple: Lead will offset their taxi to one side of the taxiway 
centerline.  Everyone else alternates sides of the taxiway in sequence, so that the Flight is 
staggered between every aircraft – not every Element.  

If the taxi distance is short, this may not be used, at Lead’s discretion.  As always, just 
follow Lead. 

When going around a corner, stay in your lane.  If you’re to the left, stay well to the left of 
the taxiway centerline when rounding a corner to the right.  Similarly, when you’re on the 
inside of a turn, confirm the pilot ahead of you is staying in their lane and not cutting you 
off.  
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When Lead approaches the runup area, they will porpoise the stabilator multiple times to 
signal they’re about to drift to the centerline.  They will continue forward along the 
centerline and then will move to the side away from the runup and turn 45 degrees, then 
stop and do their runup.  There won’t be a signal for this move off the centerline, so just be 
ready to follow the plane ahead.  

When you see the porpoise, pass the signal to the plane behind you, move gradually to the 
centerline, and follow the plane ahead.  
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Here’s a graphic of the process.  

In the top, planes are taxiing in the staggered configuration.

In the middle, Lead has signaled that it’s time to move back to the centerline by porpoising
their stabilator and everyone has passed that signal on to the planes behind.  Everyone 
drifts to the centerline as they are able, based on the spacing with the plane ahead.

In the bottom, Lead has moved over to the side opposite the runway and has turned 45 
degrees to do their runup.  Everyone else moves over behind the plane ahead and does the 
same.  There is no “signal” for this action – just expect to see it happening in front of you.  
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Once you get close to the runup area, go ahead and pull over to the side away from the 
runway and turn your plane at a 45 degree angle and pull up so your nose wheel is on the 
centerline of the taxiway. 

Also, pull up as close as practical to the plane ahead of you without allowing wings to 
overlap.  This way, if someone’s brakes fail, wings hopefully won’t hit each other.  

Make sure you’re mindful of others behind you when powering up to make the turn and 
when doing your runup.  

Set your brakes and do your runup.  It REALLY helps a lot if you’ve done as much of your 
checklist before taxi so that you’re literally only doing a mag check and some minor switch-
flipping with everyone in line.  But do make sure your lights are on, your transponder is 
properly configured, and your radios are properly set.  
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Once that’s done, look downstream towards the last plane in the Flight to see if the pilot 
next to you has given a thumbs up.  When you see it, give a good head-nod to acknowledge 
it.  Once you’ve received the thumbs up, pass it upstream towards the Flight Lead THIS IS 
IMPORTANT!  Do NOT give a thumbs up until you’ve received one from the pilot 
downstream from you!  The first thumb to go up MUST BE the LAST pilot in the taxi line!  
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Generally, for flights of, say, more than 4 elements, Lead may opt to have the last member 
of the flight call when they’re ready, instead of having everyone pass the thumbs up.  This 
will expedite departure a bit, since everyone ahead of the last pilot should have already 
started – and hopefully completed – their runup by the time the last pilot even gets into 
position.  Leads will brief this and it will generally be for larger flights where multiple 
taxiways may be needed for runup.  

The last plane, often called “Cherokee Tail”, will announce on the air-to-air frequency that 
runup is complete.  Ideally they’ll take a look and see if any pilots upstream of them that 
they can see still have their heads down in the cockpit or hear their planes at runup RPM 
and delay their call until those pilots appear ready.

If you’re in the middle of the pack and are NOT ready when Tail calls in, tell Lead: 
“Cherokee Lead, Echo 3 needs 30 seconds”, etc.  When ready, let Lead know you’re set.  
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Once Lead confirms all runups are complete, they’ll call on CTAF or Tower to take the 
runway.  Depending on the size of the flight, they may taxi pretty far down the runway to 
ensure there’s room for the whole flight.  

Lead will taxi to the centerline of the runway.  

#2 taxis to the center of the left side and #3 goes to the center of the right side.  If you’re 
#2 in a 2-ship element you still line up on the left.  If you’re behind a 2-ship element, 
remember that the sight picture may look a bit odd, since #3 will be missing on the right.  

Everyone should pull in snug:   Element Leads pull in snugly behind the Lead ahead, 
typically about two aircraft lengths behind them.  They may also consider aligning their 
wing with the stabilators of the wingmen in the element ahead of them.  Wingmen align 
their wings with the stabilator of their Element Lead.  For 150ft wide runways, such as at 
CWA, elements line up with their wings aligned in a straight line, so as to tighten up the 
Flight even more.  

If the runway is wide enough, feel free to offset yourself a little to the left or right of the 
plane ahead of you, so you’re not getting quite so much prop blast on your windscreen.

The last aircraft in the Flight calls “Tail in” on whatever frequency Lead briefed for this; 
usually air-to-air.  
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Here’s a diagram of the lineup procedure for a runway less than 150 feet wide.  
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And here’s a diagram of the lineup for a 150ft wide runway.  Positions are the same but 
elements are aligned straight across.  
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For the takeoff, remember: we’re not the Thunderbirds or Blue Angels.  We’re trying to get 
off the ground efficiently and safely.  

Lead, of course, rolls first.  Generally, the #2 wingmen roll 5 seconds after their Lead starts 
to roll.  Do NOT “spool up” and stand on the brakes; start your roll just like a normal takeoff.  
#3 wingmen then rolls 5 seconds after #2

The leader of the next element starts their roll 30 seconds after the LEADER ahead of them 
rolls.  This is a change from briefings prior to 2021.  We’re working to get proper, roughly 
3/4-mile spacing between element leads, so spacing between leads is far more important 
than spacing between wingmen and their lead.  In fact, if your flight has a Lead with a 
relatively fast airplane and wingmen are comparatively underpowered, it’s fine if wingmen 
roll sooner than the 5 seconds so long as they’ve coordinated this with their Lead ahead of 
time.  
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Generally you start the takeoff as for a normal flight and climb fairly briskly to a safe 
altitude – generally a few hundred feet, to clear the terrain and obstacles right in front of 
you.  

Then Element Leads will transition to 90kt in the climb and do so at 300 feet per minute of 
climb.  The goal is for each Lead to ideally fly the same profile, so that spacing between 
Leads is established from the start at 3/4 mile.  Holding a 90kt climb at 300fpm until at 
cruise altitude helps keep it consistent.  

Once airborne and safely clear of terrain, Wingmen accelerate to catch up with their Lead.  

DO NOT climb higher than your lead!  You’ll lose sight of them and they’ll be climbing up at 
you.  Better to go forward and catch up with them, if you have more energy than them.  

Wingmen don’t really need to concentrate on airspeeds or climb rates; just take off, get 
safely above terrain, then level out a bit to catch up with Lead.

For those of you with constant speed propellers, use the time between your takeoff and 
catching up with Lead to adjust your prop so you can make power changes without any 
problems.  Many people find 2500RPM to be a safe number.  
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Remember, Element Leads will be climbing out at 90kt once they’ve cleared terrain and will 
hold their climb rate at 300fpm.  This is usually at a fairly reduced power setting, even for 
fixed-pitch planes.  But this gives the wingmen some advantage in power so they can more 
easily catch up.

Please note, by the way, that changes to past procedures are highlighted in red throughout 
this presentation for pilots with previous CtO experience.  We’re moving to 90kts for the 
climb so as to enable lesser-powered aircraft to more efficiently join up on Lead while still 
being safe for faster planes.  

#2 always rejoins to the left of their Element Lead, even if they took off on the right side of 
them.  Start maneuvering to this position as soon as it’s safe to do so.  Keep it at full power 
and work your way towards your position.  

#3 always rejoins on the right of their Element Lead.  Always know where #2 is as well as 
your Element Lead.  Do NOT get in front of #2 until they’ve crossed to the left side.  Once 
they’ve done so, you’ll be able to keep track of them and you’re free to go ahead of them, 
so long as you’re to the right of Lead.  

It’s important to always remember, in CtO, #2 ALWAYS rejoins on the left and #3 ALWAYS 
rejoins on the right, even if #2 took off from the right for some reason.  
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Never, ever climb higher than Lead.  You’ll lose sight of them.  Guaranteed.  If you need to 
pull power, do so.  But never get above Lead.  

And #3 should never lose sight of both Lead and #2

In a perfect world, both wingmen get to their positions by the time their Element Lead has 
leveled off at cruising altitude but this isn’t critical.  If you see that Lead has leveled off, you 
can level off as well if you haven’t yet caught up, which will let you catch up a bit easier.  
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So, now we’re moving into the fun but challenging part: formation flying.  

Our ideal configuration for each 3-ship element is as shown here: the Element Lead front 
and center with both wingmen back, out, and slightly down, giving three different degrees 
of separation for safety.  

#2 is always on the left, remember, and they’re back about 30 to 45 degrees from Lead’s 
“3-9” or “bearing” line.  They’re “stacked down”, or lower in altitude, by about a plane’s 
height and are laterally away from Lead by about 2 to 4 aircraft widths.  

#3 is in a similar position on the right.  In the past, CtO used to require #3 to be no farther 
forward than #2.  The challenge with this is that if #2 is fairly far back, #3 may be so far 
back that Lead cannot see them, especially from the left seat.  

Neither wingman should EVER cross the centerline behind Lead, including during turns, 
without Lead first giving permission.  

And remember: if you can’t see Lead’s head, they can’t see you!  This is particularly true for 
#3, where Lead will be looking across their cockpit for you.  

During the Mass Arrival and longer training flights, it’s perfectly fine to drift out a small 
amount from the 2 to 4 aircraft widths while in cruise but you want to work hard to stay 
within the 30-45⁰ angle, so Lead can see you.  Also, it’s MUCH easier to do turns when 
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you’re in closer, so work hard from the start to become comfortable in close to Lead.  
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So, wrapping it up, remember:

* Be on time and ready to go at the briefing
* Get your plane ready before taxi, with radios all set, fuel tanks set, and GPS set for your 
destination
* Be prepared for the “staggered taxi” and know the signals for when to move back to the 
centerline
* Do your runup promptly and efficiently.  Consider doing some of the checklist items prior 
to taxi, if it’s safe to do so
* The standard lineup is for Lead to be in the center, #2 on the left, and #3 on the right
* Since we’re working hard to preserve consistent spacing between Elements, it’s 
important for Element Leads to roll 30 seconds apart.  Wingmen typically roll 5 seconds 
apart but may roll sooner if they brief that with Lead
* It’s important to always remember, in CtO, #2 ALWAYS rejoins on the left and #3 ALWAYS 
rejoins on the right, even if #2 took off from the right for some reason.  
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That gets us through our preflight, briefing, taxi out, and departure.  Next we’ll talk about 
the challenging part: safely flying near other airplanes.  
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